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HIGHLIGHTS OF THE TOUR  

 Visit the UNESCO World Heritage Site Wurzburg and Rothenburg through “Romantic Road“ of 
Germany. 

 Cross the beautiful scenic “Black Forest” to the famous Lake Titisee. 

 Overnight in the famous tourist resorts - Interlaken. 

 Ride on Cogwheel train to the top of the mighty Jungfrau mountain. 

 Visit the beautiful Swiss cities - Berne and Zurich. 

 Trip to one of the smallest country in the world - Liechtenstein. 

 Visit the Neuschwanstein Castle and the city of Beer - Munich. 

 Visit the birthplace of Mozart - Salzburg. Two nights accommodation in the music city - Vienna. 
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TOUR ITINERARY  

Day 1: Frankfurt - Wurzburg - Rothenburg    

Breakfast on board. Upon arrival, head along the Romantic Road, then proceed to the loveliest 

baroque city - Wurzburg, which is beautifully embedded in the valley of the Main River, surrounded 

by wine valleys. Visit the World Heritage site - The Residence and The Empire Hall with the 

marvelous decoration; then continue to imperial city Rothenburg ob der Tauber, which is the star 

attraction along Germany's Romantic Road. It’s celebrated for its well-preserved medieval buildings 

and walls. City tour around this old medieval town. Dinner at local restaurant. Accommodation: 

Reichs-Kuechenmei Ster Hotel or similar.  

Day 2: Rothenburg - Heidelberg - Lake Titisee - Black Forest - Interlaken    

After breakfast at Hotel, transfer to the centre of science and art city - Heidelberg, you can take 

pictures in this old city with the beautiful city gate, old bridge and famous castle. Lunch in the city. 

Afternoon across the Black Forest area where the famous magnificent natural scenery is located. 

Stop at the Lake Titisee, whose crystal-clear water attracts thousands of visitors around the world. 

Then continue the journey and head to lake resorts city - Interlaken. Dinner at Hotel. 

Accommodation: Bernerhof Hotel or similar.  

Day 3 Interlaken - Cogwheel Train - Mt. Jungfraujoch - Berne    

After breakfast at hotel, take a ride on the cogwheel train to the majestic world of Mt. Jungfraujoch - 

towering at 11,333 feet (3,454 meters), which is the Europe's highest railway station positioned. 

Enjoy the incredible view of eternal snow and ice, experience the breathtaking panorama view from 

the Sphinx Observation Terrace (Optional); overlooking the Aletsch Glacier (Europe's longest glacier) 

and the snow-capped peaks of the neighboring countries. Lunch at the restaurant on the mountain. 

Afterwards, proceed to the Swiss capital - Berne. Dinner at local restaurant. Accommodation: 

Ambassador Berne Hotel or similar.  

Day 4 Berne - Zurich - Liechtenstein - Fussen    

Breakfast at hotel, then transfer to Berne for city tour. Berne is surrounded by hills, quiet lanes with 

sandstone old buildings, in lap of fast flowing River Aare; which gave Berne its distinguish charm in 

comparison to other Swiss cities. Afterwards drive to the largest Swiss city - Zurich, one of the 

important commercial and financial centers of the world. Its lakes, mountains and lush green fields 

are must see. Lunch in the city. Then proceed to Liechtenstein, one of the smallest country in the 

world. Afterwards head to the romantic soul of Bavaria - Fussen. Dinner at local restaurant. 

Accommodation: EuroPark International Hotel or similar.  

Day 5 Fussen - Neuschwanstein Castle - Munich - Folklore Dance    

Breakfast at hotel; then proceed to Nauschwanstein to see the fairytale castle. Lunch at local 

restaurant. Afterwards continue to Munich. Upon arrival, start a city tour in the capital of Bavaria; 

special dinner will be served along with folklore dance performance at the traditional Beer House. 

Accommodation: Holiday Inn or similar.  



 

Day 6 Munich - Salzburg - Vienna  

After breakfast, transfer to the home town of Mozart with the memories of the movie “The Sound of 

Music”- Salzburg. Visit the birthplace of Mozart and Mozart Square. Lunch at local restaurant. 

Afternoon proceed to the music city - Vienna. Dinner at local restaurant. Accommodation: Bosei 

Hotel or similar.  

Day 7 Vienna (City Tour)    

Breakfast at hotel. Today’s journey starts with Vienna city tour, highlights include: Hero Square, 

Town Hall, Hofburg, Royal Theater and City Park. Lunch in the city. Afterwards, continue to the old 

city sites that include St. Stephen Cathedral and the State Opera House. Followed by a trip to the 

Royal Garden of the Summer Palace in Schonbrunn. Dinner at local restaurant. Accommodation: 

Bosei Hotel or similar.  

Day 8 Vienna - Home City   

After breakfast, transfer to airport for returning flight to home city. 


